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COMPUTING LATTICE POINT SOLUTIONS
TO CERTAIN DIOPHANTINE EQUATIONS

Alexandra Hill

Introduction
Towards the end of the Alexandrian period, science and pilosophy were generally in decline.
However, algebraic concepts in mathematics came further into the light and were explored. Diophantos, from around A.D. 250, contributed many ideas in the area of mathematics. While little
is known about his life, it is believed that he lived until he was eighty-four years old. Throughout
his lifetime Diophantos shared three works: Arithmetics, Porisms, and Polygonal Numbers. The
majority of these books have been lost throughout time, but about seven of the thirteen books from
Arithmetics have been found and preserved. The Greeks referred to arithemtic as the ”systematic
investigation of the properties of number,” or as mathematicians today would say, number theory
[O]. The Arithmetics focused on algebraic equations where solutions to the problems given were
required to be rational numbers that depended on the conditions given. Diophantos was known for
being able to select unknown parts of a problem in order to make the algebraic conditions easier
to manage. One of Diophantos’ earlier contributions to number theory was finding the rational
solutions to algebraic problems. These problems were given the name Diophantine problems, and
later were referred to as Diophantine equations.
While the Middle Ages saw a decline in mathematics and other areas of educational pursuit,
not all of the hard work from mathematicians in the past was lost. For example, throughout the
Renaissance, mathematical work from Greece came to Western Europe via the middle and near east.
These works were then translated from Greek in order to spread the knowledge throughout Europe.
The first reference to Diophantos came from Regiomontanus in fourteen sixty-two. Regiomontanus
had discovered a manuscript from Diophantos and wanted to have it translated. These translations
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continued and mathematicians looked at the works and made their own comments. Bachet de
Mézeiriac took a copy of Diophantos’s manuscript and added comments and notes to it. This
copy from Méziriac was then published in sixteen twenty-one. Mathematicians continued to look
over these manuscripts. The mathematician Pierre de Fermat worked on Méziriac’s publication of
Diophanto’s manuscripts and created proofs for many of Diophantos’s problems. Diophantos used
examples in order to show that what he had written in Arithmetrics was correct. Fermat wrote
his own proofs to show how the problems in Arithmetics worked. This is the correct way (in the
modern viewpoint) of establishing that what Diophantos was saying was actually correct. These
problems have set goals for mathematicians interested in solving them, and from that new areas of
mathematics were created. These goals and efforts lead to inspiration for new methods to benefit
number theory and other branches of mathematics.
In the project described below, we consider certain Diophantine equations and their putative
solutions. These Diophantine equations are polynomials that have integer coefficients and solutions.
Our polynomials that we generate are of degree five and are irreducible, which will be in more
detail in the methods. For the polynomials considered we generate similar conditions to those
that Diophantos used to help find solutions (or rule out the existence of such). Additionally, a
computer program called Magma Computational Algebra System is used to automate the process
and generate data which would be unfeasable to do by hand. Additionally, using the computer
software avoids the errors to which hand calculations are prone.

Methods
To begin the project, we generate polynomials P (X, Y ) ∈ Z[X, Y ] which have content 1 and are
irreducible. ”Content 1” means the coefficients have greatest common divisor 1. Included within
the conditions that we were looking at include that the pair (x, y) is a primitive solution, x and
y are relatively prime integers. When generating our polynomials, we wanted to use degree five.
Diophantine equations that are looked at start at degree three and continue to work their way up.
From this we decided to generate three polynomials to begin with.
To begin generating our polynomials, we need to make sure our that P (X, Y ) is an irreducible
polynomial. To be an ”irreducible polynomial” means that the polynomial cannot be factored into
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two or more lesser degree polynomials. In our case when working with degree five, this means that
the polynomial cannot be factored into a combination of linear, quadratic, cubic, or fourth degree
polynomials. In order to check for irreducibility of our polynomials, we used Eisenstein’s Criterion
for each polynomial.
Eisenstein’s Criterion. Let
f (x) = an xn + an−1 xn−1 + · · · + a1 x + a0
be a polynomial with integer coefficients. If there exists a prime number p such that
an−1 ≡ an−2 ≡ · · · ≡ a0 ≡ 0

(mod p)

but an 6≡ 0 (p) and a0 6≡ 0 (mod p2 ), then f (x) is irreducible over the field of rational numbers.
Using Eisenstein’s Criterion, we made sure that each polynomial was irriducible over the rational
field. This process involved looking at specific primes to generate irreducibility for each polynomial
that we are interested in. The polynomials that were generated and used are:
f1 = X 5 + 2X 4 Y + 6X 3 Y 2 + 4X 2 Y 3 + 8XY 4 + 2Y 5
f2 = X 5 + 3X 4 Y + 3X 3 Y 2 + 3X 2 Y 3 + 3XY 4 + 3Y 5
f3 = X 5 + 5X 4 Y + 15X 3 Y 2 + 15X 2 Y 3 + 5XY 4 + 10Y 5
We specifically consider monic polynomials (the coefficient of the first term is one) in order to
simplify the use of Esienstein’s criterion and easily force the content to be one. The polynomials
were kept to two-dimension, or two-variables, due to much of mathematical theory of Diophantine
equations being devoted to the two-variable case. The mathematical theory behind these equations
becomes much more complex in higher dimensions.
Once the choice of polynomials has been made, the next step is to input them into the various
functions being we can use from Magma Computional Algebra System. Magma is a computer
program that has been used when dealing with higher level mathematics. It allows for the user to
utilize, and create in some cases, functions and procedures that are used in higher level mathematics
that can be difficult. Like any computer program, instead of spending days trying to figure out if we
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can find a potential solution to just one of polynomials, we are able to use this program and collect
the data in a matter of hours. From information collected last year, we knew which functions we
needed to work with this year when automating the process. The functions that we used included:
• Discriminant: which determined the discriminant of our polynomial,
• Factorization: which factored the number that we put into this function,
• CRT: which used the Chinese Remainder Theorem to find a number that worked for the
multiple primes we used,
• LatticeWithBasis: which generated the lattices that contianed potential solutions.
There were additional, smaller functions that we used that made working with these functions
easier. These additional functions will be discussed as we go on.
For each polynomial we are to collect specific data. Using the Discriminant and Factorization
functions, we are able to see which primes we want to avoid: those that divide the discrimant. We
avoid these primes that divide the discriminant in order to simiplify the calculation on how small
our solution needs to be. The next step in the process involves generating a list of primes to use
for the p-adic roots. The p-adic roots stem from using Hensel’s Lemma.
Hensel’s Lemma. Suppose that f (x) is a polynomial with integer coefficients and that k is an
interger with k ≥ 2. Suppose further that r is a solution of the congruence f (x) ≡ 0 (mod pk−1 ).
Then,
(i) if f 0 (r) 6≡ 0 (mod p), then there is a unique integer t, 0 ≤ t < p, such that f (r + tpk−1 ) ≡ 0
(mod pk ) given by t ≡ −f 0 (r)(f (r)/pk−1 ) (mod p), where f 0 (r) is an inverse of f 0 (r) modulo p;
(ii) if f 0 (r) ≡ 0 (mod p) and f (r) ≡ 0 (mod pk ), then f (r +tpk−1 ) ≡ 0 (mod pk ) for all integers
t;
(iii) if f 0 (r) ≡ 0 (mod p) and f (r) 6≡ 0 (mod pk ), then f (x) ≡ 0 (mod pk ) has no solutions with
x ≡ r (mod pk−1 ).
In case (i), we see that a solution to f (x) ≡ 0 (mod pk−1 ) lifts to a unique solution of f (x) ≡ 0
(mod pk ), and in case (ii), such a solution either lifts to p incongruent solutions modulo pk or to
none at all.
Using Hensel’s Lemma, specifically when we fall into case (i), is very similar to Newton’s method
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of approximation in calculus. Magma already has a function in which we are able to solve for our
p-adic roots to our polynomial. Magma is also able to tell us when there is no possible root for
that prime p, in which case Magma returns a blank set of brackets. Magma is additionally able
to determine multiple roots; if they occur. With the automated process that was created using
Magma, the roots and primes are easily generated.
We use this list to then determine our matrices. As stated above, we want avoid any primes that
divided the discriminant. We then narrow down our list even more by solely looking at primes that
had multiple p-adic roots. Choosing the primes that had mutliple roots stems from the concept
that if there is only one root, then we do not see a significant change within the lattice data.
The successive minima for the lattices generated with primes with only one p-adic root would not
be small enough to have a potential solution. Successive minima satisfy a condition given from
Minkowski. In our case this means when we are looking at the successive minima of our lattices, our
potential solution would have to be the first successive minima. Additionally, it puts the restriction
that our solution, denoted λ1 must satisfy:

λ1 ≤

2d−1 mH(F )d−2

1
 d−2−

1

|D(F )| 2

,

where m is the determinant of the lattice, our target value, H(F ), is the height of our polynomial,
D(F ) is the determinant of our polynomial, d ≥ 5, and 0 <  < d − 4. Even without applying
any numbers or an exact polynomial, it can be seen that the solution we are looking for must be
relatively small when compared to the determinant of the lattice and our target value.
Now that we have narrowed down the primes and found the p-adic roots, we are able to start
generating the lattices and finding the successive minima. To generate these lattices, a matrix needs
to be generated based upon combination of the primes and their roots. For the selected primes that
had multiple roots, the primes were multiplied together to give us part of the basis for the matrix
we need to create our lattices. The next basis we have to create was based upon the combination of
the p-adic roots. We used the Chinese Remainder Theorem in order to find a number that worked
simultaneously for all of the chosen p-adic roots and primes.
Chinese Remainder Theorem. Let n and m be positive integers wth gcd(n, m) = 1. Then the
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system of congruences
x ≡ a (mod n)

x ≡ b (mod m)

has a solution. Moreover, any two solutions are congruent modulo mn
In our case, we used the Chinese Remainder Theorem to find a solution to set of congruences for
the p-adic roots where the primes had mutiple roots. Using the solution that the computer found,
we can create our second basis. Using the two bases we are able to generate the matrix. Appling
the function from Magma’s programmed list of function, the computer program easily generates a
lattice using the matrix. We were then able to have Magma determine, using the ShortestVector
function, the smallest vector within that lattice. The point that Magma found then became our
value to check against λ1 , as it is the restriction of the size of the solution. Using the criteria above
for λ1 , we are able to determine if the point (x, y) is small enough compared to our target value
and function, in other words is within the size restrictions. Due to the specific constrants, λ1 has
to be less than the square root of our target value, which makes finding a solution difficult to do
as it must be relatively small.
Outcomes
We have successfully created an automated program file that can be uploaded onto Magma at
the start of the process. This automated program has been able to run the steps described in the
methods section almost instantly and with very minimal amount of hand typing. However, there
are a few things that the program does not run by itself. While the automated program runs finding
the discrimant and p-adic roots automatically, it does not create the randomized combinations of
the roots to be used in the Chinese Remainder Theorem. However, the number of combinations
that are needed to be made are relatively small. Therefore, it does not take too much of the
process and time to complete this step by hand. The next part that the automated program runs
is generating the lattices and finding the smallest vector in each lattice. Once again this process is
done in a matter of seconds, which makes testing the shortest vector that the program finds into
our polynomial very simple.
While the process has become automated, which a big aspect of the project, we are able to find
the successive minima for the lattices. However, as of right now none of the first minima have been
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small enough in size to be a potential solution. As devestating as this sounds, it is exactly what
prior theorem have shown. Based on prior theorems and work looking into particular Diophantine
problem, it is known that there are very few solutions and that they are hard to come by if they
exist. However, when the solutions to them arise, a pattern can typically be used to determine
similar solutions.
Discussion
It can be seen that the steps to finding solutions can be long and tedious in the past. Now with
the help of computers and software programs like the Magma Computational Algebra System, we
are able to attempt to find these solutions easier. While there are still no solutions to any of the
polynomials that we have looked at, there is still much more than can be done. To begin with,
not all of the combinations of p-adic roots have been tried. Finishing the computation of all of the
different lattices based upon all of the combinations of the p-adic roots may potentially lead to a
case where there are multiple solutions for one of our polynomial equations. While we are trying
to find multiple solutions, prior theorems show that these solutions are difficult to come by. As
discussed above, these solutions must be relatively small, suggesting that there should be very few.
Additionally, there is an opportunity to continue the project by considering primes greater than
103. This has the potential to increase the number of p-adic roots, whence the number of putative
solutions. From there we can generate more lattices and continue looking for more solutions. Going
in another direction, there is possibility of looking into polynomials of higher degrees. This may
complicate the process as we start to have larger numbers to track. However, it may be interesting
to compare the different degree polynomials and the resulting data.
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